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Abstract—In recent years, due to the increasing development of industrialization and           
urbanization, air quality has become an important topic of discussion by the public in              
many countries. There are many studies have been conducted to reveal different            
aspects and discover the normal patterns of air quality. However, since the air quality              
data has many different types with geo-based data, existing methods cannot analyze            
such data comprehensively to the public. In this case, we introduce a visual analysis              
system to assist people to better analyze and explore air quality data. 
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1. Introduction 
Nowadays, with the rapid development of economy, air pollution is becoming a hot             
issue in many developing countries. Frequent occurrences of hazy weather have           
attracted great attention on air quality among the public and the researchers. Therefore,             
various research studies in different areas have been conducted and tried to solve this              
problem through different ways. However, many methods are not quite intuitive and the             
public feel a little bit difficult to comprehend what these figures mean. Actually, many              
researchers tend to show their research findings using some special ways, either            
complicated mathematical equations or abstract figures, which are not appropriate for           
government managers to understand. In this way, they are not likely to adopt this              
approach, though it’s very useful to control the air quality and reduce the air pollution. 

 



Figure 1. Picture showing air pollution 
 
With the development of wireless sensors and remote sensing, air quality data can be              
collected by monitoring stations and remote sensing satellites. Usually, the collected           
data are spatial and temporal, which means each entity contains the time and location              
where it was recorded. Normally, air quality data consist of many air pollutant             
concentration values, such as SO, NO, SO2 and NO2. Each of them are recorded by               
monitoring stations hourly. Visual exploration of spatial-temporal air quality data can be            
more challenging and tough. 

 
Figure 2. Air quality monitoring station 

 
2. Related Work 
In this section, we discuss the visual analysis for air quality data from two aspects. On                
the one hand, we need to summarize the existing techniques of data mining and              
machine learning to analyze air quality data. On the other hand, we should explore the               
visualization design for air quality data.  
 
2.1 Algorithmic analysis for social media data 
Normally, in order to do deal with analysis problems of air quality data, we have four                
different procedures, namely data discovery, data collection, data clean and data           
analysis[4,6,8]. According to distinct purposes, a lot of various applications of air quality             
data analysis methods have been classified into different types. Such as prediction the             
relationship of different areas through spatial links, patterns analysis of different areas.  
 
There are a lot of famous algorithms applied into the field of air quality data[2,3,4,6].               
Latent Dirichlet Allocation is one of the most popular methods. It is widely used to detect                
and model new topics in spatial-temporal data. Topic detection and modeling is a kind              
of statistical modeling task to disclose some latent or abstract topics which appears in a               
collection of temporal data. Usually, it builds a topic per document model and words per               



topic model, modeled as Dirichlet distributions. However, due to the huge volume of             
spatial-temporal data, LDA is not appropriate to analyze such data with different types             
and attributes.  
 
2.2 Visualization for air quality data 
Since the existence of machine learning and data mining techniques, visual analytics            
can be a beneficial helper for people to analyze social data. Visual analytics combines              
data visualization, data mining techniques and human-computer interaction skill to          
analyze spatial-temporal data thoroughly. Users can use some interactive interfaces to           
interact with system, and they can adjust the output of algorithm. Due to the large               
volume and complexity of air quality data, many researchers have developed a lot of              
various visualization systems to help people to analyze spatial-temporal data.  
A lot of visualization systems or software have been developed to detect and explore              
anomalies and events for air quality data[4,5,7]. For example, Guo et al. proposes a              
visual analysis system, Vis-Stamp, for users to generate various visualization figures. It            
contains heat maps, parallel coordinate maps and map matrices. Moreover, it can be             
used to explain the divergence and evolution of spatial-temporal data with multi-variable            
patterns.  
 

 
Figure 3. Overview of Vis-Stamp system 

 
Lu et al. develops an interactive visual analysis tools for visualizing multi-granularity            
time-series data.  



 
Figure 4. Interface of Lu’s system 

 
3. Data Description 
This section aims to talk about how to collect data described blow from the website. As                
for our research project, we used the datasets from the website of National             
Environmental Protection Agency. These datasets were recorded hourly by many          
monitoring stations. And it contains about 1,500 monitoring stations. Each station record            
six common pollutants, including nitrogen dioxide (NO2), sulfur dioxide (SO2), ozone           
(O3), carbon monoxide (CO), and particulate matter (PM2.5, PM10). As shown in Figure             
5. 

 
Figure 5. Description of dataset collected 

 
4. System Overview 
In this section, we introduce how to build the whole system after collecting the dataset               
from website. Figure 6 shows the whole system overview. 



 
Figure 6. System overview 

 
First, we get the real-time data from the target website and store it in database. After                
that, we need to conduct some preprocessing works. For example, some stations may             
lose some feature values at some points, in this case, we need to delete these stations.                
The preprocessing has three steps: (1) Data filtering: filter some special stations. (2)             
Feature extraction: extract the features you want to explore in the original datasets. (3)              
Indexing. 
 
5. System Design 
In this section, we introduce our interactive visual comparison framework in details. The             
whole system contains two parts: map view and radar view. Figure displays the design              
of the system. 
 
5.1 Design of map view 
We divided the whole map into many small region based on the same spatial              
granularity, as shown in Figure 7. Each region encodes by a different color. We used               
identical initialization color mapping by computing from the features distribution. In           
additions, about 1,500 monitoring station are divided into these various regions. Each            
region contains several monitoring stations. 

 
Figure 7. Design of map view 

 
5.2 Design of radar view 



In the radar view, we visualized each monitoring station as a six-dimensional radar.             
Each dimension represent the value of one type of pollutants. And we plot the feature               
values of each station along the feature axes surrounding the baseline. As shown in the               
Figure 8. 

 
Figure 8. Design of radar view 

  
 
6. Visualization Results 
In this section, we show some initial results generated by our system. 

 
Figure 9. Visualization of regions with less stations 

 



 
Figure 10. Visualization of regions with more stations 

 
7. Conclusions and Future Works 
In this project, we present an interactive visual comparison system for air quality data. In               
a brief, it proposes an online visual comparison framework for multi-variable data.            
Second, we adopt a position-aware graph layout algorithm. What’s more, it applies a             
novel method for interactively and progressively refining. For the future works, I will try              
to design intuitive visualization. In addition, we can choose better layout methods.  
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